
 

 

 
 
A radical approach to        
chi ldcare that focuses          
a t t e n t i o n  o n  c h i l d                 
development rather than child 
minding has been described 
by Premier Jay Weatherill as 
the Government’s most        
important piece of public     
policy.   
 
Mr Weatherill wants to grow the 
Reggio Emilia philosophy that 
places a greater emphasis on 
educating children from a very 
early age. 
 
At the centre of the policy is the 
idea that children should be 
treated as citizens from birth so 
that they are not just treated as 
something to be cared for when 
dropped of at childcare centres 
by parents. 
 
Under the philosophy, which can 
be tailored to different childcare 
sites’ needs, chefs are often  
employed over cooks, and    
teachers in preference to         
childcare workers.  
 
SA has 18 early childhood      
centres, preschools and schools 
across the state now operating 
as prototypes in the use of     
Reggio Emilia principles.  
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 Students need scientists in classroom 

The debate over Weatherill 
Government’s plan to fine     
parents for student absence 
continued on talkback radio 
this last week. 
 
David Knuckey, director of 
SAASSO told Leon Byner, 
’there’s a variety of reasons that 
children miss school. Bullying is 
obviously the number one factor, 
school size, relationship with 
teachers, whether you’re a       
special needs student, the       
socio-economic background, 
whether you’re an indigenous 
student.  
 
So fining parents with the        
assumption that that’s somehow 
going to fix the problem just    
doesn’t make any sense.  
 
We’ve got the research; let’s base 
policies on this research rather 
than just something that sounds 
tough like we’ll fine parents … 
let’s also be honest – who’s going 
to actually pay these fines?’ 
 
Psychologist Chris Hamilton 
called the idea, ‘a knee-jerk       
reaction. It’s a simplistic attempt 
to paper over a significant issue.  
 
We need higher quality resources 
and we need an awful lot more … 
that ’s probably what the          

Government knows but that would 
cost money and I guess that 
that’s not what they’re prepared to 
do and to do something simplistic 
like saying we’ll fine them is … 
nothing more than a manifestation 
of further political expediency. ‘ 
 
Shadow Minister John Gardner 
said; ‘a truancy fine, a $750 fine 
applied like a parking ticket where 
it would just be applied, that 
would be so much easier for a 
school looking to clear a backlog 
to just apply that fine without the 
interventions that are actually  
going to be useful.’  
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The rollout of indigenous leader Noel Pearson’s   
signature literacy program will be extended after an 
independent evaluation found it was having a        
positive effect on the reading and writing skills of 
indigenous students in remote Australia.  
 
Education Minister Simon Birmingham announced a 12-
month extension of the $23.8 million Flexible Literacy for 
Remote Primary Schools pilot. 
 
The measures to boost literacy and numeracy are being 
delivered by Mr Pearson’s not-for-profit Good to Great 
Schools Australia in 35 mainly indigenous remote or  
extremely remote schools and are based on the         
principles of Direct Instruction or Explicit Direct            
Instruction. 
 
“The independent analysis highlights the ‘green shoots’ 
coming through in the literacy skills of students that have 
been involved in the program.”  
 

More 

Gonski 2.0: Curricula Dumbed Down Early Success For Literacy Program 

“...It’s a simplistic attempt to paper over a significant issue....’’  

 
 

B r i n g i n g  s c i e n c e  a n d             
engineering experts into 
schools could be key to         
engaging students in STEM 
subjects, experts say.  
 
Macquarie University STEM      
education lecturer Dr Anne Forbes 
has developed an educational 
model designed to make science 
subjects more exciting for primary 
school students.  
 
“It’s like going into an art gallery 
and having the artists explain 
what they do and why, then      
having them help you as you try 
the same techniques yourself.”  
 
S t u d e n t s  l e a r n  t h r o u g h              
participation, rather than the      
traditional top-down ‘learning 
through acquisition’ method.  
 
Read more 

 
 
The legislated regulatory     
standards for sleep, rest and 
relaxation in early childhood 
education and care have 
changed this week. 
 
From October 1, each long day 
care, family day care and          
preschool service has a policy and 
procedure for sleep, rest and    
relaxation.  
 
These must document how       
services will provide for each 
child’s comfort and wellbeing, and 
how they must align with           
children’s individual needs.  
 
Currently, services provide for 
sleep and rest through a standard 
period in the middle of the day 
when children are required to lie 
down, whether or not they are 
tired or able to sleep.  
 
Full Story  

In Scho 
 
New research suggests          
students who score low grades 
at school are more likely to     
attempt suicide later in life.   
 
They found hospitalisations due to 
suicide attempts and self-harm 
were almost five times more     
common for people who were in 
the bottom 25 per cent of their 
year compared to the top           
performing students.  
 
“Poor academic performance in 
compulsory school, at age 16, 
was a robust predictor of suicide 
attempt past young adulthood and 
seemed to account for the         
association between lower         
childhood IQ and suicide attempt,” 
the researchers concluded.  
 

 
More 
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Australian students have suffered as a result of a 
“dumbed down” curriculum and culture of “low 
expectations”, and standards will continue to slide 
unless steps are taken to boost teacher quality and 
promote proven classroom techniques, the latest 
Gonski education review has been told.  
 
Education advocates have called for a renewed focus on 
building teacher capacity and evidence-based teaching 
practices.  
 
They have also urged a return to a “high-quality”         
curriculum based on core skills, including literacy and 
numeracy, and investment in behavioural management 
programs, pointing out that children will not learn in an 
undisciplined environment.  
 
International testing shows Australian students have 
fallen below the OECD average in terms of reading, 
maths and science. Locally, NAPLAN results reveal  lit-
eracy and numeracy standards have flatlined.  
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